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Part I

l. What type of economic structure was prevailed at the time of independence in

Sri Lanka?

2- Why expenditure on social welfare increased in the post independence period

in Sri Lanka?

3. Point out the impacts of liberalization policy in Sri Lanka.

4" write down the main features of domestic Agriculture in sri Lanka.

5. what is rural development? what are the main concepts included in rural

development in Sri Lanka.

6. List out some rural institutions available in Sri Lanka. - .

7 ' Briefly point out the factors which limit the Agricultural development in Sri

Lanka.

8. What is industrialization? Briefly explain some new activities which initiated

to develop the industrialization in Sri Lanka.

9. what is poverty? write down the main features of poverty in sri tnm.
10. What do you mean by globalization? Give the main asperts of globalization.

11. Wfiat are the three important factors of a conflict hiangle?

12. which country played a vital role in the peace process of year 2002 in sri
Lanka?

13. What is the main aim of "Conflict transformation,,?

14. Name the Hon. Minister who is presently holding the portfolio of .,Human

Right" in Sri Lanka?

15. Name the pioneer who has initiated "conflict Resolution Studies".

16. Name the peace envoy who visited from Japan to sri Lanka during peace

process time.

17. Name three types of violence that were prcposed by prof, John Galtung.

18. Name the present director of peace secretariat of Sri Lanka.
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19. Briefly describe the word "Conflict'o'

20. Desoribe two instances where the civil society oould contribute towards peace

effort.
(2x20 Marks)

Part 11

Briefly analyzethe agrioultural development programmes in Sri Lanka since

independence.
(10 Marks)

Briefly explain the characteristics of IRDP in Sri Lanka'

Briefly describe the poverry a'eviation prosrammes prevail 
f 
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(10 Marks)

2.a).Writeanessayonthetopicof.oPeaceandBusinessPromotion,,}
' . (l5Mark$

f

. b). Describe the role of civil society in protecting 'oPeace and social Harmony'' in

a multi ethnic societY.
(15 Marks)
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b)
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